ABSTRACT

Design and development of systems for delivering real-time information to people with disabilities and elderly persons need to be based on defined user requirements. For this purpose, the user requirements have been defined in this paper according to the everyday needs of people who use traffic networks and move in closed spaces. The logical presentation of the functionality of the informing system operation and its subsystems includes all the information (data) important for designing a user information delivery system. The paper presents a conceptual architecture system for delivering informing services related to the environment based on the Internet of Things concept. The aim of the user informing service is an increase in the level of mobility of persons with disabilities and the senior age groups of users. In order to check the operation of the proposed architecture, the informing system operation was monitored on Arduino Uno and Raspberry Pi platforms in laboratory conditions. A simulation confirmed the interdependence of individual data from different subsystems in order to provide real-time information to the system user. The proposed conceptual architecture can contribute to a more efficient approach to the modeling of assistive technologies (with the aim of informing the users) based on dew/fog/cloud technologies in the Internet of Things environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current age of advanced information and telecommunication technologies development, the application of those technologies in overcoming everyday activities in case of persons with disabilities and senior age groups of users has been constantly increasing. Design of a system and user informing services for this purpose is an increasing challenge in the technical and technological sense and in the financial aspect of cost-efficiency. The technical and technological requirements depend on the impairments disabled people or senior age groups of users have and can be divided regarding vision, hearing and speech impairments. In senior persons, the most common problems are various illnesses and problems with mobility, which is usually reflected in the speed of movement. Depending on the individual types of impairments and their characteristics, it is necessary to design the services in order to satisfy all the requirements of the system as well as the users. Services based on advanced information and communication technologies whose purpose is delivering information in order to handle everyday activities can be based on the Internet of Things (IoT) concept. The purpose of such a service is to increase the level of mobility for persons with disabilities and senior groups of users (target user group – TUG).

In this research, based on the analysis of users’ needs, user requirements will be defined, according to which the functional elements of conceptual system architecture for delivering informing services will be designed. The study of user needs will take two aspects into account: moving in open and in closed spaces with the aim of providing accurate and real-time information. The information management system (collecting, processing and distributing to the end user) will be based on the cloud computing (CC) technology [1]. The
environment, depending on the provision of relevant information, will be based on Ambient Assisted Living/Enhanced Living Environment (AAL/ELE) platform [2]. The objects and the environment in which the user is located can be determined by Bluetooth BLE Beacon technology. The user gets all the relevant information using a suitable application on a mobile device which can identify beacon devices. [3]. All the relevant information that the user receives through the identification of the beacon device can be defined through web environment [4]. The web environment for the target group of users needs to be designed according to the WCAG 2.0 guidelines and auxiliary technologies and use HTML5 technology for adaptability to monitors of different mobile devices [5, 6].

In closed spaces, apart from using beacon technology, the users can be informed by means of automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) technology, which includes RFID and NFC technologies [7, 8]. Also, applications and mobile devices are increasingly used in indoor environments for informing users and detecting objects, for example for analysis by an iPhone device and step counting sensor algorithms [9]. Implementation of the IoT concept in order to provide more efficient information to current users is more representative. Some studies monitor the development of sensory technology within the concept of IoT through the phases of development and planning of a smart city environment [10–12]. These studies analyzed the possibility of applying the IoT concept for the purpose of improvement of informing users located in the environment and opportunities that the IoT concept provides.

Apart from applicative solutions installed on the user’s mobile device, informing the user is also possible by using a smart wristband. The smart wristband is applied mostly in order to inform the user about his/her health condition (pulse, blood pressure) or to remind the person to take his/her medicine [13–16]. Apart from health purposes, the smart wristband can also be used in smart house concepts where information can be collected from the sensors that are in the wireless sensor network (WSN) [17–20].

2. DEFINING USER REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONALITY OF AN INFORMING SYSTEM

For the purpose of defining user requirements, a survey was carried out with a target group of users. The survey was conducted on a sample of 80 users (M=80) who belonged to the group of people with disabilities, whereas a sample from the group of senior persons was 209 users (N=209).

2.1 Analysis of user needs

The research carried out on persons with disabilities was done in cooperation with the Up2date Center for Research, Education and Applied Knowledge, which included 80 users with various types of impairments. Of the abovementioned number of respondents, the male population involved in the survey was 43 while the surveyed female population was 37. The types of impairments of the surveyed users are shown in Figure 1.

Assessment of satisfaction with the current method of providing information in a traffic environment was studied in several areas: open space (squares, streets, traffic intersections, public transit stops) and in closed spaces (banks, shopping centers, stations). There were 20% of respondents who were satisfied with the method of informing about the environment on squares, whereas 80% were dissatisfied. The dissatisfaction of the respondents is focused on the ways of informing about the environment, because the respondents do not have the opportunity to obtain accurate and real-time information. When it comes to moving along the street and getting information about street names and possible places of collision with others, 78% of respondents were not satisfied. The method of informing at traffic intersections can be done with audio or tactile design, and 21% of respondents were satisfied with the accuracy of information, whereas 79% were not satisfied. Regarding the current method of providing information at public transit stops, 71% of respondents were not satisfied. In closed spaces such as stations, banks and shopping centers, there

![Figure 1 - Types of impairment and presence in respondents](image-url)
were 63% dissatisfied respondents. The information provided to users is not adapted to the degree of user disability, so the dissatisfaction is viewed from this aspect.

The significance of the provided information when moving along the traffic network (open space) has been evaluated in several categories:
- Information about open spaces (squares, gathering places);
- Information about barriers;
- Information about traffic conditions;
- Information about intersection configuration;
- Information about traffic environment (street names, possibilities of redirections);
- Information about public transport (line number, vehicle arrival, vehicle direction, stop configuration), and
- Information about possible problems during movement along the traffic network.

The significance of information while moving through open spaces such as squares and various citizens’ gathering places has been evaluated by 67% of respondents as very important and important (Figure 2). Evaluations of the importance of information are graded 1–5 in the following way: 1 (very unimportant), 2 (unimportant), 3 (neither unimportant nor important), 4 (important), 5 (very important). While moving through a traffic network, the users can encounter various barriers that can threaten their movement safety. The significance of such information is extremely high, expressed by 79% of respondents (important and very important). The traffic conditions mean possible changes (works, changes in the direction of moving) on the section which the user takes; 85% of respondents consider this form of information important and very important. When arriving in the vicinity of a traffic intersection, the user needs to be informed about its configuration and elements (number of lanes, existence of a tram, direction of movement, equipment with audio and tactile elements); the importance of the mentioned method was stated by 82% of respondents.

According to the collected data, 73% of respondents use smartphone devices while 7% use feature phones. While performing their everyday activities, the users can encounter various forms of threats to safe movement. The possibility of a fall or change of pulse is one of such forms, where the users can find themselves in a very inconvenient position. In such situations, fast and accurate communication with a certain person or institution is possible and it can be realized through an SOS call or SMS message. Alzheimer’s disease can lead to memory disorders or difficulties in carrying out daily activities; for this purpose, the user or their caregiver can be informed about the possible loss of items (wallet, key, etc.). The importance of the form of information about fall or pulse detection is considered important and very important by 56% of respondents, the information about the movement route by voice guidance and an automatic return route is considered important and very important by 69% of respondents.

![Figure 2 - Assessment of information significance during the users’ movement along traffic network](image-url)
respondents, the information about locating certain items and a reminder by 62% and automatic transmission of SOS calls or messages by 61% (Figure 3).

The study of the needs of senior persons has been carried out in nine homes for elderly and helpless people in the city of Zagreb, with 209 respondents interviewed, presenting new possibilities and solutions (smart clock, wristband and the like). Of the 209 surveyed users, 153 were female, and 53 were male users.

The types of impairment present in the elderly users (65+) are shown in Figure 4. The purpose of using mobile devices and services depends on the users’ requirements. Figure 5 shows what are the purposes for which the users would want to use new services, out of which 48% are orientation and mobility and 24% are health problems.

The desire to be informed about everyday needs based on the new information and communication technologies and services was expressed by 142 respondents. According to the data collected, 120 respondents used a feature phone, 55 used a mobile device adapted to elderly people and 34 used smartphones. The users selected a smart wristband as the method by which they wanted to be informed, as shown in Figure 6 (74%).

![Figure 3](image3.png)  
**Figure 3 – Assessment of significance of additional information during movement**

![Figure 4](image4.png)  
**Figure 4 – Types of impairments based on the number of senior users with those impairments**

![Figure 5](image5.png)  
**Figure 5 – Purposes of using new services for senior users**
The performed research (on all relevant facts necessary for informing about everyday needs) has defined the users’ requirements as the basis for designing the functionality of the informing service and the requirements of a system design conceptual model for delivering customer information services to the users. User requirements include: navigation, location, environment information, public transport information, fall detection, pulse detection, reminder, object detection and additional requests (SOS calls, additional information, and detection of a violent removal of a smart wristband).

2.2 Defining the information system functionalities

Based on the gathered information, the users’ requirements have been defined, according to which the functionalities of the system and information services are defined. The proposed functionalities serve to contribute to a better quality of users’ information services. The functionalities are presented by the use case diagram (Figure 7) showing the interaction of the users with single subsystems and stakeholders.

The fundamental functionalities of the user information system \( S_{\text{inf}} \) are divided into subsystems for: traffic information \( S_{\text{ti}} \) (guidance and navigation of users, current location, information on the environment, information on the urban public transport system), information on health \( S_{\text{hi}} \) (detection of fall, detection of pulse, reminder for medicines, detection of items) and additional functionalities \( S_{\text{af}} \) (SOS help system, detection of violent removal, NFC information, watch, fitness options, information in closed premises).

Table 1 shows a range of functional specifications of the informing system based on user requirements. The range of functional specifications represents the types of information available to be collected from the
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![Figure 7: Functionalities of the information system](include)
The graphical representation in Figure 8 shows the inclusion of information from all three subsystems (logical connectivity of information and subsystems). Location \((S_{loc})\) is connected with all three subsystems since the delivery of information on the detection of fall, violent removal and SOS calls is necessary to determine the user’s location. NFC informing \((S_{nfc})\) can be used as additional functionality for the possibility of informing the user in closed spaces about various objects (e.g. shop opening hours or persons in the room) and in urban public transport as the possibility of informing when onboard vehicles. The SOS option \((S_{sos})\) allows a person with a certain problem to inform someone about it. The mentioned option has the possibility of operating as an SMS message (call) and can also operate in the health information subsystem \((S_{hi})\). Information on objects \((S_{ob})\) can be useful when moving along the traffic network for being informed about objects. All the defined information represents a set of users’ requirements.

### Table 1 – The range of functional specifications needed to meet users’ requirements and their labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional specification range</th>
<th>Classification of subsystems</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Tags of functional specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigation and guidance of users</td>
<td>(S_{nf})</td>
<td>Outside</td>
<td>(S_{nav})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>(S_{loc})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{loc})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on environment</td>
<td>(S_{inf})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{env})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information in urban public transport</td>
<td>(S_{inf})</td>
<td>Outside</td>
<td>(S_{pub})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of fall</td>
<td>(S_{fd})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{fd})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of pulse</td>
<td>(S_{pd})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{pd})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder (medicines, tasks)</td>
<td>(S_{rem})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{rem})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on objects</td>
<td>(S_{ob})</td>
<td>Inside</td>
<td>(S_{ob})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS (call and messages)</td>
<td>(S_{sos})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{sos})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC information</td>
<td>(S_{nfc})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{nfc})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of violent removal</td>
<td>(S_{vio})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{vio})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td>(S_{fit})</td>
<td>Outside and inside</td>
<td>(S_{fit})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The logical presentation of the informing system functionality and its subsystems:

- \(S_{af} = S_{st} \cup S_{sh} \cup S_{sa} \) or if there is an expansion with additional subsystems \(S_{af} = \bigcup S_{i}\) out of which:
  - \(S_{st} = \{S_{nav}, S_{loc}, S_{env}, S_{pub}, S_{ob}, S_{pub}\}\)
  - \(S_{sh} = \{S_{fd}, S_{pd}, S_{rem}, S_{env}, S_{loc}, S_{env}\}\)
  - \(S_{sa} = \{S_{sos}, S_{nfc}, S_{vio}, S_{fit}, S_{env}\}\)

Representation of individual elements in defined logical sets:

- \(S_{st} \cap S_{sh} \cap S_{sa} = \{S_{loc}\}\)
- \(S_{st} \cap S_{sh} = \{S_{loc}\}\)
- \(S_{sh} \cap S_{sa} = \{S_{env}\}\)
- \(S_{st} \cap S_{sa} = \{S_{env}\}\)
- \(S_{sh} \cap S_{sa} = \{S_{env}\}\)

![Figure 8 - Presence of information in the defined subsystems](image-url)
The conceptual system architecture necessary for the delivery of the informing service according to the defined user requirements is based on the IoT concept. In order to process and save the data one can use the CCF8 concept and AAL/ELE platform \[2, 21\].

The aim of the system is to enable gathering and processing of data from the environment (open and closed spaces) and provision of real-time information to the end user; the architecture of such a system can be based on fog technology and the CC concept \(\text{(Figure 9)}\). Gathering of information from the environment takes place via a sensor on a smart wristband (sensor edge). The information is transmitted via a mobile application (dew class) to a suitable fog node which depends on the type of information or subsystem in charge of its delivery (traffic information, information about health and additional information). The fog node can be found on a private or public CC service using client/server and peer-to-peer technology. The user’s terminal device is connected to the fog node via radio access network \(\text{(RAN)}\). The fog node makes a connection to CC in the morning and evening hours due to possible latency in real-time demand for the requested information. The interaction among all levels \(\text{(dew/fog/CC)}\) depends on service-level agreement \(\text{(SLA)}\) which must satisfy the respective level of service.

All stakeholders can access the information in CC, thus having their level of management defined according to the PaaS model, which allows data management. Every datum is thereafter adjusted by M2M communication into an acceptable form depending on the user’s level of impairment. The database stores all data from the sensors located in the smart wristband. It contains data that also require additional processing and are adapted into information understandable to the end user (by means of M2H communication). The user database, which contains data on user accounts and their settings, is located in a part of the service provider’s CC architecture. The user database provides the necessary data for verification and adaptation of the contents according to user priority. The adaptation of the contents is performed based on user characteristics and functionalities the user has selected.

The user accesses his/her data by means of a mobile application on the mobile device or via a web application using a web browser. The web application is used exclusively for defining the user profile and possible pre-travel creation of a travel route. The stakeholders have access to the CC database depending on the usage subsystem. \(\text{Figure 10}\) shows the information flow from the user’s request to the delivery of the system; the usage example refers to the subsystem of traffic information \(\text{(determining the user location)}\). After the user’s request for certain information \(\text{(via a mobile device)}\), respective sensors on the smart wristband are activated. The sensor collects information from the environment and the verification is done by means of a respective fog node. After the verification and confirmation of the requested information, the user receives all the relevant information via the mobile application. Fog delivers real-time information and enables operation in the IoT environment in a time measured in milliseconds \(\text{[ms]}\). There is also the possibility of communicating between two or several fogs, the interval of which lasts from a second to a minute. The information is periodically sent to CC in a time defined according to the system requirements \(\text{(e.g. 6:00 a.m. every day)}\). In the CC environment, the collection and fusion of data from \(\text{Fog}_1, \ldots, \text{Fog}_n\) and other stakeholders of the
ecosystem are performed. Based on the processed data, CC delivers the information into the defined subsystems ($Fog_1$…$Fog_n$).

For the presentation of the information flow, the UML sequential diagram is used, and with this presentation it is possible to also show the information flow of the remaining two subsystems or of the possible system expansion.

In the proposed architecture it is also possible to exchange data in Fog2Fog and Fog2Cloud form, thus enabling better operation of the sensors in the IoT environment.

4. PROTOTYPE SOLUTION AND SIMULATION

In order to simulate the proposed conceptual system architectures for data collection from the environment and end user information, the Arduino Uno development platform, Raspberry Pi3 and a computer server (CC) were used. The aim of the simulation was to demonstrate the ability for a sensor that contains specific information in an environment of users, their collection and processing in the concept of cloud computing (fog and CC) and communication technology to function.

Simulation and operation monitoring were done at the Laboratory for Development and Research of Information and Communication Assistive Technology at the Faculty of Traffic and Transport Sciences.

The Arduino Uno environment was used in the simulation of the smart wristband fitted with the mentioned sensors. GPS module fall detection $S_{gd}$ and 9 axes motion shield were used in order to locate the user, and the NFC module was used for user information $S_{nc}$. Communication between single components ran via Bluetooth, LAN and WiFi connections. The user location as data is also important in fall detection, therefore in this case Fog2Fog communication was enabled as data and information exchange from two subsystems.

Each sensor represents one functionality from the defined subsystems. Fog environment is represented by three Raspberry Pi3 micro computers; every microcomputer simulates the operation of one subsystem (fog) equipped with a separate database. $Fog_1$ has a separate database equipped with data from sensors for fall detection and for the NFC module the information is also stored. This synchronization is possible in a defined time interval (minutes, days, weeks), whereas the synchronization with fog is expressed in seconds or milliseconds.

Figure 10 shows the information flow from data collection to end information.

![Figure 10 – Information flow from data collection to end information](image)

The information is processed in a certain time period and analyzed with CC database. This synchronization is possible in a defined time interval (minutes, days, weeks), whereas the synchronization with fog is expressed in seconds or milliseconds.

Figure 12 shows the detection of location and detection of fall in the respective fog node responsible for the defined subsystem. The performed simulation tested the possibility of detecting certain values from certain subsystems, forwarding and checking information in a written database. This mode of data collection, processing and using M2H communication to adjust the resulting data into readable information for users (e.g. visually impaired persons) will allow for the creation of personalized information necessary to the user.

5. DISCUSSION

While studying user needs, the difficulties of user mobility in a traffic environment have been defined. The proposed conceptual architecture for delivering a user informing service and simulation in laboratory conditions allows the system user to deliver information according to the defined user requirements. A
large number of users (79) expressed their wish for the development of the proposed service according to their basic needs, whereas only one user said that he had no wish for the information service. A mobile device and an applicative solution are required for the information provision.

The simulation has proven the method of collecting and processing data through all the elements proposed by the system architecture (dew/fog/CC) and the possibility of creating information towards the end user. The paper also proposes the method of informing the user in the form of a smart wristband which contains all the relevant sensors and the proposed information subsystems. The advantage of such a form of information provision is the simplicity of usage, with 74% of users selecting a smart wristband. Today’s solutions are mainly mobile applications, separate for each functionality, which is an additional load on the concentration of the user.

Through survey and interviewing methods, data about the everyday needs of the users were obtained, which include mobility and provision of information about all relevant elements while moving. According to the obtained results from the survey questionnaires, the environment has been defined, as well as the context of using single data. Estimating the user location is important while data for creating information from the various subsystems is shown and used for testing.
the operation of the proposed architecture. Simulations have demonstrated the possibility of determining the user’s location in the proposed conceptual architecture.

Following the development of the IC technology, the advantage of this research compared to the currently available research in the field of user information provision is reflected in the used methodology. This methodology includes the process of defining user requirements and those elements of the conceptual architecture of the system required to provide the relevant information to the end user. The conceptual architecture allows the work to be independent of the degree and type of user disabilities in the form of a modular wristband.

6. CONCLUSION

Different groups of users who depend on the level and type of impairment, interests and characteristics also define the functionalities of the proposed services of informing end users. Designing a system that includes defining the working technology, elements of the conceptual system architecture and elements of an applicable solution needs to be directed towards the concepts of universal design and models of assistive technologies. Due to their drawbacks, the currently available solutions on the market do not provide the possibility of equal usage and availability of end information to all groups of users. The simulation has confirmed the interdependence of certain variables of different subsystems with the aim of delivering real-time information to the system user. The proposed logical presentation of the informing system functionality and its subsystems can contribute to a more efficient approach to designing assistive technology systems based on dew/fog/cloud technologies in the Internet of Things concept. Provision of information about the environment, specific user requirements and everyday requirements are important segments when it comes to raising the level of quality of living. In order to achieve this, it is important to include several stakeholders in creating the end information, the information to be adapted to all system users and the availability of a 24/7 service.
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